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2 A. Sibirtsev: Hadrons with charmed quarks in matter
mass even at =3
0











charmonium lies above the D

D threshold in free





























(3770) mass and q is the D meson































the masses of D and

D mesons, respec-


















D coupling does not change in matter the mod-
ication of the 	 (3770) width is entirely given byD and

D
in-medium masses and is determined by the phase space
dependence of the charmonium decay width. In that case
the in-medium 	 (3770) width depends substantially on


























































where the oscillator length scale =360 MeV is xed by
light mesons decays [11], while the interaction strength





Fig. 2. Decay widths of 	
00
(3770) a) and 	
0
(3686) b) charmo-
nium states into D

D as a function of nuclear matter density in
units of 
0
. The solid lines show the phase space dependence,





both calculations the D and

D in-medium masses are given by
the QMC model.
























'90 MeV, which is '3.8 times larger than





fers from the phase space estimate.
The 	
00
modication in nuclear matter might be stud-
ied by dilepton spectroscopy from AA as well as pA inter-
actions, since the eect is measurable already at normal
nuclear densities. The 	
00
(3770) charmonium does not de-
cay into J=	 and thus its modication in matter can not
be considered as an additional source of J=	 suppression






charmonium lies below the D

D threshold in free
space, but the D

D decay channel becomes open at nuclear
density '0.05 fm
 3
, as illustrated by Fig.1. The 	
0
is
narrow, its total width is 0.277 MeV and partial decay
into J=	 accounts for '54% of the total width.
Although, the 	 (3686) coupling to D

D is not directly
accessible, it can be estimated within the framework of

















































D coupling from VMD is to 19.94, which is close




D decay given by Eq.1.
The phase space dependence of the 	
0
in-mediumwidth
from Eq.1 is shown by the solid line in Fig.2b). This re-


















































and shown by the dashed line in Fig.2b). Here the cal-
culations were done with parameters  and  evaluated






model and VMD phase space estimates are in reason-







width is '70 MeV,
which is '250 times larger than that in vacuum.
Again, the 	
0
modication in nuclear matter can be
measured through dilepton spectroscopy. As we found, the
dilepton spectrum from 	
0
(3686) decay in matter might
strongly overlap with 	
00
(3770) charmoniumdecay. Fig.3a)





from the production cross section. The solid lines show
the results for matter at normal nuclear density, while the
dashed lines indicate the spectra in free space. The mea-
surement of a broad peak around 	
0
pole might be con-
sidered as an direct indication of in-medium modication
of charmonia.
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On the other hand, a large D

D component of 	
0
char-
monium should result in strong 	
0
absorption in nuclear
matter, similar to that found [8] for J=	 dissociation.
Moreover, 	
0
melting in nuclear matter will additionally
suppress 	
0
!J=	 decay and partially eliminate J=	 yield






charmonium level crosses the D

D threshold at
a nuclear density of about 0.28 fm
 3
. In vacuum the 
c2
width is 2 MeV and partial decay into the J=	 is '13.5%.





























































mass and parameters  and  are
listed above. The in-medium
c2
width is shown in Fig.3b)
as a function of nuclear matter density. The 
c2
modica-
tion becomes signicant only at large densities.
5 Conclusion.
Modication of the D and

D meson masses in nuclear







decay widths into the D

D channel.









(solid lines) and in vacuum














D in-medium masses given
by QMC.
The calculations with the density independent cou-







D pair results in strong and monotonic density depen-




in-medium widths due to in-





these couplings are also considered as a function of the in-
medium D and





charmonium widths do not increase monotonically with


















'90 MeV, which can be compared with vacuum
widths of 0.277 MeV and 23.6 MeV, respectively.
The 
c2










decay width into D

D is about





We conclude that modication of the D and

D in mat-
ter most dramatically aects the 	
0
charmonium.This can
be detected by dilepton spectroscopy as the appearance of
a broad peak near the 	
0
pole or as anomalous 	
0
suppres-
sion in nuclear matter.
Our results are in agreement with the most recent nd-
ings [12] that both the mass and width of 	
00
(3770) depend
signicantly on the D meson mass.
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